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Executive Summary
HCL Digital Experience (DX), a platform for building and managing web portals, contained multiple 
vulnerabilities that could potentially lead to remote code execution (RCE), researchers claim.
The vendor, HCL Technologies, initially said it could not reproduce the bugs – all server-side request forgery 
(SSRF) flaws – according to a blog post published by Australian attack surface management firm Assetnote.

 

Details
HCL DX was known as WebSphere Portal and Web Content Manager until HCL Technologies, an Indian IT 
multinational, acquired the software from IBM in 2019.
HCL Technologies lists the New York State Senate, Bank of Canada, and MidMichigan Health among the 
platform’s users.
Assetnote researchers detected around 3,000 internet-facing instances of the platform.
The vulnerabilities affect WebSphere Portal 9 and potentially newer releases, according to Assetnote.
Shubham Shah, co-founder and CTO of Assetnote, wrote that the researchers “turned a restrictive, bad SSRF 
to a good SSRF” after discovering an endpoint which allowed them to redirect requests to an arbitrary URL, 
smuggling this ‘redirect gadget’ into the original SSRF payload, and open a diagram in a new tab.
After accessing the source code, Shah said the researchers “found something that seemed extremely naive and 
frankly, we couldn’t understand why it existed in the first place”: a web proxy system deployed by default but 
limited to a few ‘trusted’ sites.
One such trusted endpoint – http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/* – ran Lotus Domino to deliver content to users.” 
[It] turns out, you can slap on ?Logout&RedirectTo=http://example.com to any Lotus Domino page to cause a 
URL redirection to the URL specified in the RedirectTo parameter,” said Shah.
As result, an attacker could “pivot to the internal network and/or request cloud metadata endpoints to obtain 
cloud credentials”, according to a security advisory published by Assetnote.
Unauthenticated attackers could also achieve command execution by uploading a malicious zip file which, 
when extracted, is vulnerable to directory traversal and therefore arbitrary file upload, said Shah.
“If, for whatever reason, a user is able to write an ifcfg-<whatever> script to /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts or 
it can adjust an existing one, then RCE is possible,” said Shah.

Severity
HIGH

Affected Devices
•  WebSphere Portal 9 and potentially newer releases



Suggested Action
•   HCL Software, a division of HCL Technologies, eventually released a security advisory with patches detailed 

for an SSRF flaw, crediting Shah, and a separate inefficient regular expression vulnerability on December 30, 
five days after Assetnote’s disclosure.

•   In lieu of updating systems, Shah said WAF rules cannot be relied on to prevent exploitation of the flaws. 
Instead, he advised users to modify all proxy-config.xml files in their WebSphere Portal installation so that 
no origins are whitelisted, and to remove a number of folders, as listed in the blog post, providing their 
functionality is not needed.
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Disclaimer
The security advisory, and information contained herein, are provided on an “as is” basis and do not imply 
any kind of guarantee or warranty, including the warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular use. 
Your use of the advisory, and information contained herein. Or materials linked from the advisory, is at your 
own risk. Information in this advisory and any related communications is based on our knowledge at the 
time of publication and is subject to change without notice. Itorizin-labs reserve the right to change or update 
advisories at any time.


